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ABSTRACT. All known materials wear under extended mechanical contacting. Superlubricity 

may present solutions, but is an expressed mystery in C-based materials. We report negative 

wear of carbon nitride films; a wear-less condition with mechanically-induced material inflation 

at the nanoscale and friction coefficient approaching ultralow values (0.06). Superlubricity in 

carbon nitride is expressed as C-N bond breaking for reduced coupling between graphitic-like 

sheets and eventual N2 desorption. The transforming surface layer acts as a solid lubricant, while 

the film bulk retains its high elasticity. The present findings offer new means for materials design 
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at the atomic level, and for property optimization in wear-critical applications like magnetic 

reading devices or nanomachines. 

 

TEXT. Carbon-based films attract much attention due to their lubricious properties.1 N 

incorporation induces bending and cross-linking of C basal planes in allotropic structures2–4 of 

carbon nitride (CNx), ascribing highly resilient character to the material.5 Depending on the 

degree of bending and cross-linking, elastic recovery in CNx films can reach ~ 100 %, which 

means no residual indents after retraction of a stationary load.6. The optimum N incorporation for 

beneficial tribological properties of CNx compounds is typically 12 to 16 at.%.6–8 Recently, it 

was demonstrated that ultralow friction in CNx is due to weak bonding of the sp2-rich surface 

with the layers below,9 with friction coefficients ranging close to the superlubricity region (< 

0.05 in N2 atmosphere).10 Quoting Erdemir et al., however, “superlubric behavior of CNx is still 

a mystery, but theoretically, it has been proposed that such films can attain a very special surface 

termination state during the initial conditioning period and then assume a highly chemical inert 

and non-adhesive sliding behavior in nitrogen environments”.11 

To resolve this mystery, the ultralow friction of CNx coatings seems to be related to the 

presence of a N-free, sp2-rich graphitic-like tribolayer, which is thought to form during 

tribological operation in a process which correlates to “graphitization”.12 While “graphitization” 

is usually understood as phase transformation of C-C sp3 to C-C sp2 bonds in metastable 

diamond,13,14 in our investigations we observe that in CNx, the film transformation at the surface 

includes breaking of C-N bonds, N-atom desorption and release of N2. The reduction of N, which 

decreases the cross-linking and inter-linking sites, leads to superlubricity. 
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The lubricious behavior of CNx is not affected by surface passivation with H, since N is 

bonded with C dangling bonds. In a recent study, Inoue et al. speculated that tribolayers on 

macro-scratched CNx surfaces would consist only of C,15 but its actual composition and 

nanostructure were not fully interpreted, however, the presence and operation of these tribolayers 

have not been confirmed at any scale to date. Thus, the lubricious behavior of CNx materials 

awaits experimental verification. 

In this study, we have prepared amorphous carbon nitride (a-CNx) films with a N2 content of 

15 ± 1.5 at.% by mid-frequency magnetron sputtering (MFMS)4 and assessed their tribological 

properties at the nanoscale, using a reciprocal nanoscratch test and a diamond conical tip, 

yielding a point contact between the tip and the film surface. A normal load of 5 mN producing a 

maximum surface tension of 392.6 μN is used, resulting in a high contact pressure of 8.5 GPa. 

Our results show a self-healing effect in a-CNx layer exhibiting a low friction coefficient, when 

tested at ambient temperature (~ 22 °C) and humidity (~ 30%). This self-healing is accompanied 

by bond transformations during nanoscratching, including negative wear rate values expressed as 

material inflation. In the present investigations, the film thickness is ~ 800 nm, excluding any 

tribochemical interaction of the CNx film with the Si substrate, as reported for ultrathin DLC 

films by Miyake et al.16 

The self-healing in CNx is exhibited as material inflation at the film surface layers, evidenced 

by negative values of wear, as shown in Figure 1(a)-1(c) (cf. supporting information). This effect 

is observed at the first scratching cycles (from 2nd to 10th cycle), as shown in the yellow 

highlighted areas of Figure 1(a)-1(c). Throughout these cycles, the recovery of the material is 

higher than its wear, yielding an increase of the average film surface height (magenta circles, 

Figure 1(b)), relative to the reference surface height (unaffected surface in Figure 1(a)), as 
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measured in-situ by scanning probe microscopy (cf. supporting information). This process 

excludes material pile-up, as described in supporting information. Also, no mating materials 

effects, such as extrusions, are observed. After 10th cycle, self-healing saturates and 

simultaneously the wear rate slightly increases until the end of the test. The film surface height 

remains above the initial surface before scratching and the recovery rate of the surface layers 

saturates after 20th cycle, suggesting a consistent tribological behaviour of the film (Figure 1(c)). 
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Figure 1. Nanoscratch test of the carbon nitride film. (a) Track profiles recorded before 

scratching (unaffected surface) and after the 1st, 7th, 10th, and 31st consecutive cycle, shown as the 

normal (y-axis) versus the lateral (x-axis) displacement of the tip. The inset shows the track 

profiles of Figure 1(a) for -2 < x < 2 μm. (b) Average surface height including pile-up for -4 < x 

< 4 μm in Figure 1(a) (crimson diamonds), average surface height without pile-up (purple 

diamonds) for -2 < x < 2 μm in Figure 1(a), pile-up at the track borders located at x = -3 and +3.5 

μm in Figure 1(a) (green squares), and height differences between initial unaffected surface and 

track profiles recorded (magenta circles) after 1st, 7th, 10th, and 31st cycle, as a function of the 
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number of cycles. (c) The estimated wear rate of the material excluding pile-up (crimson circles), 

the estimated recovery rate of the material excluding pile-up (red circles), and the friction 

coefficient (blue) as a function of the number of cycles. The yellow highlighted areas in Figure 

1(c) show the region of the number of cycles in which the friction coefficient decreases again, 

indicating also the onset of the material inflation. 

 

The changes in material recovery and wear at each cycle are also reflected in friction 

coefficient variations (blue circles, Figure 1(c)). Between 6th and 15th cycle, friction reaches a 

maximum (highlighted area in Figure 1(c)) while the lowest negative value of wear rate is 

obtained at 7th cycle (crimson circles, Figure 1(c)). The negative value of wear can be interpreted 

as the rate of recovery of the surface, which reaches its maximum value at 4th cycle (red circles, 

Figure 1(c)). The film shows a constant recovery rate after 10th cycle, exhibiting inflation, as 

observed in Figure 1(a). Nano-debris, acting as third-body, may contribute to friction reduction, 

as observed up to the 4th cycle, while the increase in friction coefficient up to the 10th cycle is a 

consequence of nano-debris loss from the contact.17 Here, the increment in the friction force up 

to 10th cycle can be a result of the higher resistance that the tip senses from the transformed top 

layer during its reciprocal motion. We attribute the observed friction reduction between 10th and 

15th cycle to a different lubrication mechanism, governed by surface modifications of the CNx 

film. The mechanism is expressed as phase transformation through tribomechanical interaction 

(bond-breaking). Friction does not further decrease below 0.061 due to strong bonding of the 

altered surface layers with the elastic subsurface layers, resisting the tip action. Hence, further 

evolution of friction depends on the degree of the aforementioned phase transformation (yellow 

highlighted areas in Figure 1(b) and 1(c)). 
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In order to compare the local chemistry of the scratched and unaffected surface layers, we 

prepared a TEM specimen using focused ion beam (FIB) (Figure 2, cf. supporting information). 

 

 

Figure 2. FIB preparation of the TEM specimen. (a) A SEM micrograph of the scratched area (~ 

50 x 45 μm of multiple scratches) used to obtain the FIB lamella for HRSTEM/EELS analysis of 

CNx film. b) A schematic illustration of the FIB lamella obtained from a part of the film surface 

(red rectangle in SEM of Figure 2(a)), which included a scratched (in ochre) and an unaffected 

(in dark grey) area. c) A STEM micrograph of the FIB lamella gripped with Pt by one of the 

vertical poles of a Cu grid. The inset in Figure 3(c) shows the part of the scratched surface 

protected by Pt from which monoEELS spectra were acquired and the red spots indicate the 

regions of EELS spectra acquisition. 

 

The sample was subsequently investigated by monochromated STEM-EELS, as shown in 

Figure 3(a)-3(d). The EELS analysis was carried out at identical experimental conditions in four 

areas of the TEM specimen, denoted as the scratched surface (#1), below scratched surface (#2), 
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unaffected surface (#3), and below unaffected surface (#4). Representative EELS spectra 

displaying carbon K (C-K) and nitrogen K (N-K) edges are shown in Figure 3(c) and 3(d), 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3. MonoEELS spectra of the scratched and unaffected from scratching surface of the 

carbon nitride film. HRSTEM micrograph of the Pt/CNx interface of the (a) scratched (marked as 

#1 – red) and (b) unaffected (marked as #3 – blue) surface layers and bulk (marked as #2 – green 

and marked as #4 – orange, respectively) CNx. White squares denote the areas of the 

monochromated EELS (monoEELS) spectra acquisition and the colored rectangles, the areas 

where the average monoEELS spectra were obtained from. (c) MonoEELS spectra of C-K and 
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(d) N-K edge obtained from the scratched surface layer (#1), an area underneath it (#2), the 

unaffected surface layer (#3), and an area underneath it (#4). 

 

The C-K edge EELS spectra exhibit pronounced near-edge fine structure, consisting of a sharp 

initial peak in the range of 285.7 – 287.1 eV, followed by a broader and more intense peak 

centered at ~ 290.9 eV (Figure 3(c)). These peaks are well-known to represent transitions from 

the K core level to * (1s→*) and σ* states (1s→*), respectively.18 It is further established that 

the relative integrated peak areas provide an accurate estimate of the ratio between sp2 and sp3 

hybridization of carbon in the material.18 As evidenced from Figure 3(c), the * peak is identical 

in all layers indicating little variation in the sp3-bound C environment. 

However, a difference among the C-K edge profiles is observed in the intensity and in the fine 

structure of the * peak, indicating variations in the sp2 bonding environment. Most importantly, 

both spectra under the scratched surface exhibit a smaller * peak, indicating a reduced sp2/sp3 

ratio. While the edge onset is similar for all spectra, the scratched surface spectrum (#1) * peak 

maximum exhibits a 0.8 – 1.4 eV redshift, compared to the spectrum under the unaffected 

surface (#4), which is used as reference, as it is unaffected by scratching and any unintentional 

surface modification. 

The nature of these changes was further addressed by analyzing the corresponding N-K edge, 

as shown in Figure 3(d). The spectra exhibit a notably poorer signal-to-noise ratio, due to the 

lower N concentration and smaller EELS scattering cross-section compared to the C-K edge. In 

analogy to C, the N-K edge exhibits a * peak at 400 eV and a * peak at 407 eV. The most 

pronounced difference among the N-K edge fine structures is the reduced intensity in the 

scratched surface layer (#1) edge, identifying a reduced N content compared to the other spectra, 
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which indicates a breaking of the original C-N bonds and a subsequent removal of N atoms, 

potentially through N2 desorption. Additionally, the reduced N * peak intensity indicates a 

slightly lower sp2 bond content among the remaining N atoms. Consequently, the C-N bond 

breaking and removal of N occurs preferentially in sp2-bound N. However, quantification of the 

N-K edge shows a N content of ~ 15 ± 1.5 at.% on the surface, showing that the changes in the 

content of N lie in the statistical error (cf. supporting information, N content in the film is ~ 15 ± 

1.5 at.%). Under the scratched surface (spectrum #2), the N bond environment appears similar to 

the unaffected material. This suggests that the reduced sp2 content, which was observed in the C-

K spectrum for the indented material, is exclusively related to a sp2-to-sp3 transformation in the 

C-C bonds. 

The loss of N from the sp2-bound material near the surface causes the reduction of the number 

of cross-links between CNx sheets8 and therefore, the material swells. This local expansion of 

material is very likely to be accompanied by a relief of the surface layers from residual stress. 

The CNx film possesses a very high residual stress of 4.2 GPa, corresponding to a stored elastic 

energy of 1.38 x 10-10 eV/nm3. This energy is released during scratching, since such energy 

amount can be introduced locally at the wear track as kinetic energy transferred from the tip to 

the material, which may be approximately given as K ~ 460 x 10-15 J = 2.87 x 10-6 eV. In 

comparison, the resulting increase in sp3-bound C under the scratched surface is not expected to 

affect the density of the material significantly. The remaining N-deficient sheets are also 

presumed to maintain their sp2-bound nature and assume increasingly graphitic properties. The 

reduced cross-linking in the scratched surface is further expected to enable slip on the sp2-bound 

sheets. This can additionally explain the friction values of this film, which are very close to the 

ultralow friction region, as well as its excellent wear resistance, including self-healing. This is 
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beneficial for the wear performance of CNx, where relatively little material is sacrificed from the 

surface. 

The atomic rearrangement at the surface of CNx, due to bond transformation, is verified from 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations (Figure 4(a)-4(d)). Our modelling results discussed 

below illustrate a more representative view of the bonding transformation in the vicinity of sp2-

hybridized N that eventually desorbs as N2 weakly bonded to C atom of the CNx surface.19 The 

theoretically estimated enthalpy for bond transformation is 0.02 eV/at. This value is larger by an 

order of magnitude than the thermal energy at moderate temperature (~ 300 °C). As mentioned 

above, this amount of energy may be introduced at the wear track during scratching as kinetic 

energy, transferred from the tip to the film (K ~ 2.87 x 10-6 eV). Considering that the diameter of 

the contact area between the tip and the surface is ~ 5 μm, the number of affected atoms (depth 

of ~ 10 atomic layers considered) corresponding to the size of the wear track is ~ 108 atoms, 

giving a share of ~ 0.02 eV/at of the transferred kinetic energy. This estimation matches 

remarkably well the energy cost for the bond transformation reflected in the transition from MS1 

to MS2 (Figure 4(a) and 4(b), respectively), which corresponds to a sp2-to-sp3 transition. This 

corroborates as feasible that the kinetic energy transferred during scratching from the tip to the 

track would suffice to cause significant local restructuring, including removal of cross(inter)-

linkages between sheets. 
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Figure 4. Optimized CNx model systems of stoichiometry C36N12H21: (a) MS1, system 

exhibiting a surface rich in sp2-type links; (b) MS2, system containing cross-linkages or sp3 C 

atoms bonded to N atoms; (c) MS3, system before a possible N2 desorption; (d) MS4, system 

resulting from MS3 and releasing a N2 molecule weakly bonded to a C atom. 

 

The CNx bond transformation, resulting from sufficient energy introduced to the surface layer 

and leading to material inflation (Figure 1(a)-1(d)), can be also understood from these theoretical 

calculations. We estimate the structural rearrangements using a CNx model system (MS) in two 

situations: (i) from a less cross-linked configuration (MS1) to a more cross-linked configuration 

(MS2), as displayed in Figure 4(a)-4(b); and (ii) after “single act/pure” N2 desorption (MS3 to 

MS4 transformation), as shown in Figure 4(c)-4(d), where the MS stoichiometry obviously 

changes. In both MS1-to-MS2 and MS3-to-MS4 transformations, the structural changes may be 

related to a reduction in the sp2/sp3 ratio. In MS1-to-MS2 transition, bond transformation due to 

rearrangement, stemming from the cross-linkage removal, can be energetically favored because 

of the small energy difference (0.02 eV/at) between MS1 and MS2. Furthermore, the possible 
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energy desorption of N2 is slightly larger (0.026 eV/at) and leads to a very significant local 

inflation by nearly 1/3 of the initial volume. In reality, during scratching, bond rearrangement 

and nitrogen desorption certainly co-occur, as experimentally verified by monoEELS in Figure 

3(a)-3(d)), contributing towards bond and structural transformations when sufficient energy is 

introduced to the system. 

In conclusion, we report material inflation in CNx films, operating as self-healing material and 

resolve an intriguing question on superlubricity. The self-healing in CNx is explained by surface 

associated C-N bond breaking, leading to cross-linking removal and N2 desorption upon 

scratching. In the vicinity of the disrupting C-N bonds, the structure swells and adopts graphitic-

like properties, causing the layers to increasingly act as a solid lubricant at the nanoscale, which 

reduces friction. Simultaneously, the subsurface layers remain more or less intact, with some 

observation of an increasingly sp3-rich structure, pertaining high wear resistance. The appearance 

of self-healing in CNx is a unique characteristic observed for the first time in a C-based material 

and can be used to increase the performance, reliability, and wear resistance of components, in 

machinery and data memory devices from nano- to macroscale, including specifically hard disk 

drives. 
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Carbon nitride offers superlubricity through self-healing. The surface layers of the films act as 

solid lubricants, showing a surface inflation; a notable phenomenon observed for the first time in 

carbon-based films at the nanoscale. 

SYNOPSIS 

Superlubricity is a solution to high wear for many tribological applications and is provided by 

ultralow-friction thin films deposited on components. Carbon nitride offers superlubricity and 

self-healing properties. In this conditions, the surface layers of the films act as solid lubricants, 

showing a surface inflation; a notable phenomenon observed for the first time in carbon-based 

films at the nanoscale. 
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